
Oil

A draw in US inventories led to an upside on the international oil market yesterday. Inventory numbers are a key figure in determining 
the production and demand on the US market and a draw is almost always a bullish factor on the market. Furthermore, the expectations 
of an OPEC-led cut in oil production continue to be a factor of speculation on a market, and will most likely remain so until the OPEC 
members meet for another summit in November. Yesterday, the Brent front month contract edged up 0,99 USD/bbl, settling at 52,67 
USD/bbl. The market seems to edge a bit down Thursday morning.

Gas

Following the fierce rally on the gas market during the previous sessions, long-term prices edged down in most of Europe yesterday. 
The downturn was more a result of a general negative sentiment across the power and fuel markets than because of any change in 
fundamentals. The market continues to be under pressure due to low LNG flows, cool weather and fears that we might see a very cold 
winter across Europe this season. 

Coal

The European coal markets experienced a very rare downside in Wednesday’s trading. The market took a pause from the gains and 
followed the bearish sentiment on the European power markets, with the API 2 Cal-17 contract falling 2,90 USD/t, settling at 67,28 
USD/t. The contract does however remain close to its highest level for more than two years and the bullish fundamentals remain in place 
as demand continues to be high in China. 

Carbon
After five straight days with gains, the European carbon market traded down in Wednesday’s session. Profit margins for coal fired 
power generations narrowed during the day, but the general negative support from the power markets was the main reason behind the 
downturn. The benchmark quota contract ended up falling as much as 0,28 EUR/t, settling at 5,67 USD/t.

Hydro

The Nordic weather outlook has finally turned a bit wetter and this was one of the reasons behind the downside on the Nordic power 
market yesterday. Starting around the second half of next week, there is a chance that the high-dominated weather picture will turn in 
to more unsettled conditions. The outlook is quite insecure however, and the 10-day forecast is still well drier than seasonal average 
in total. We expect the wetter forecasts to lead to another downside on the Nordic power market Thursday. The hydro balance does 
however remain in a big deficit, which should limit the losses.

Germany
Following several straight days of upside, the German power market retreated a bit Wednesday. Traders used the latest gains on the 
market as a possibility to close their positions and secure profit and the sell-off led to falling prices on the market. The Cal-17 contract 
closed the day at 31,40 EUR/MWh, down 1,00 EUR/MWh from Tuesday.

Equities

Both the American and the European stock markets were marginally bullish in Wednesday’s trading. The upside was the second straight 
following the big gains during Tuesday. Today, the market could possibly react to the last US presidential debate, which took place late 
last night. All polls have Hillary Clinton to win the election and the markets seem to consider her the safe choice. We expect another 
bullish day Thursday.

Conclusion

On the Nordic power market, prices experienced their first real downside for more than a week Wednesday. Wetter weather forecasts 
and bearish support from the German market caused prices to edge down. The Q1-17 and the YR-17 contracts both edged down 0,70 
EUR/MWh, settling at 37,20 EUR/MWh and 29,25 EUR/MWh respectively. We expect a further downside Thursday as the wetter weather 
forecasts are confirmed in the most recent forecasts. 
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DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC (EUR) Coal Gas Oil

18-okt 36,09 41,16 36,83 41,03 36,99 32,12 34,70 November 34,95 40,13 40,15 40,25 42,35 37,20 37,20 November 36,17 34,08 66,26

19-okt 35,21 41,09 38,29   41,27 38,64 32,85 35,58 Q1-17 30,37 38,43 39,78 40,05 42,05 36,15 36,15 Q1-17 34,15 35,23 66,54

20-okt 36,14 39,93 40,11 40,21 40,11 33,80 36,87 2017 29,30 32,60 32,15 32,33 36,13 28,52 29,25 2017 31,47 33,21 66,54
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